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 SPECIAL ISSUE 

 Short Wavelength-Sensitive Cones 
and the Processing of Their Signals 

                Primate S-cone circuits afford access to distinct color-coding 
synaptic mechanisms 

 The low spatial density and relatively selective synaptic connec-
tivity of the short wavelength sensitive (S) cone type in the primate 
retina has long implicated these photoreceptors as playing a dis-
tinctive, if not exclusive, role in color processing (Garrigan et al., 
 2010 ) and the circuitry for color opponency at the retinal level 
(Calkins,  2001 ). But the sparsity of the S-cones as well as the 
bipolar and horizontal cells they synapse with, though amenable 
to anatomical study, has also made them a diffi cult subject for 
physiological characterization. The goal of this short review will be 
to consider how the output from the primate S-cone to second order 
interneurons, the horizontal and bipolar cell types, determines and 
limits the circuitry that establishes S  versus  L + M or “blue-yellow” 

color opponent visual pathways that emerge at the ganglion cell 
level. As this special issue makes clear, various components of the 
S-cone related circuitry and blue-yellow color-opponency are a 
shared attribute of the structure and function of mammalian retina 
(Haverkamp et al.,  2005 ; Yin et al.,  2009 ; Sher & DeVries,  2012 ). 
Despite this commonality, it remains striking that two key ganglion 
cell types linked to color opponency and the S-cones in the primate, 
the small bistratifi ed, blue-ON cell and the midget ganglion cell 
have only been recognized in human and nonhuman primate species 
(Dacey,  1993 ; Silveira et al.,  1999 ; Percival et al.,  2009 ). The 
picture that emerges from recent work, although incomplete in many 
details, suggests that both center-surround receptive fi eld structure 
and S  versus  L + M opponency arise fi rst at the level of the S-cone 
itself and that these properties are transmitted primarily, but not 
exclusively, to single ON and OFF bipolar types, the presumed 
ON-blue cone bipolar cells and the presumed OFF-midget bipolar 
cells, which in turn synapse on the blue-ON small bistratifi ed 
cell and the OFF-midget ganglion cell. The circuitry that utilizes 
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 Abstract 

 Anatomical and physiological approaches are beginning to reveal the synaptic origins of parallel ON- and OFF-pathway 
retinal circuits for the transmission of short (S-) wavelength sensitive cone signals in the primate retina. Anatomical data 
suggest that synaptic output from S-cones is largely segregated; central elements of synaptic triads arise almost exclusively 
from the “blue-cone” bipolar cell, a presumed ON bipolar, whereas triad-associated contacts derive primarily from the “fl at” 
midget bipolar cell, a hyperpolarizing, OFF bipolar. Similarly, horizontal cell connectivity is also segregated, with only the 
H2 cell-type receiving numerous contacts from S-cones. Negative feedback from long (L-) and middle (M-) wavelength 
sensitive cones  via  the H2 horizontal cells elicits an antagonistic surround in S-cones demonstrating that S  versus  L + M or 
“blue-yellow” opponency is fi rst established in the S-cone. However, the S-cone output utilizes distinct synaptic mechanisms 
to create color opponency at the ganglion cell level. The blue-cone bipolar cell is presynaptic to the small bistratifi ed, 
“blue-ON” ganglion cell. S  versus  L + M cone opponency arises postsynaptically by converging S-ON and LM-OFF 
excitatory bipolar inputs to the ganglion cell’s bistratifi ed dendritic tree. The common L + M cone surrounds of the parallel 
S-ON and LM-OFF cone bipolar inputs appear to cancel resulting in “blue-yellow” antagonism without center-surround 
spatial opponency. By contrast, in midget ganglion cells, opponency arises by the differential weighting of cone inputs to the 
receptive fi eld center  versus  surround. In the macula, the “private-line” connection from a midget ganglion cell to a single 
cone predicts that S  versus  L + M opponency is transmitted from the S-cone to the S-OFF midget bipolar and ganglion cell. 
Beyond the macula, OFF-midget ganglion cell dendritic trees enlarge and collect additional input from multiple L and M 
cones. Thus S-OFF opponency  via  the midget pathway would be expected to become more complex in the near retinal 
periphery as L and/or M and S cone inputs sum to the receptive fi eld center. An important goal for further investigation will 
be to explore the hypothesis that distinct bistratifi ed S-ON  versus  midget S-OFF retinal circuits are the substrates for human 
psychophysical detection mechanisms attributed to S-ON  versus  S-OFF perceptual channels.   
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these two pathways and further elaborates “blue-yellow” opponency 
appears distinct for the S-ON  versus  the S-OFF pathway and 
may contribute to distinct asymmetries in the S-ON  versus  S-OFF 
channels that have been measured with psychophysical methods 
in human vision.  

 Negative feedback from H2 horizontal cells creates S  versus  
LM opponency in S-cones 

 The distinctive nature of the sparse S-cone population (Marc & 
Sperling,  1977 ; de Monasterio et al.,  1981 ; Williams et al.,  1981 ; 
Curcio et al.,  1991 ) and the presence of a bipolar cell type that 
selectively connect to the S-cones (Mariani,  1984 ) provided an 
early starting point for understanding S-cone circuitry in the primate. 
However, it is convenient to begin with the S-cone connectivity to 
the horizontal cell types as this provides an anatomical basis for the 
receptive fi eld physiology of the S-cone itself, considered further 
below. 

 It is well established that the two horizontal cell types in 
primate retina, the H1 and H2 cells ( Fig. 1A–1C ) differ in their 
cone connections: the H2 but not the H1 cells make abundant 
contact with the S-cones by both dendritic and local “axon-like” 
processes. H2 cells also make sparse contact around the margins of 
L and M cone pedicles whereas the H1 cells densely innervate these 
pedicles (Ahnelt & Kolb, 1994 a   ,  b  ; Dacey et al.,  1996 ; Goodchild 
et al.,  1996 ; Kolb et al.,  1997 ; Chan & Grünert,  1998 ). The H2 and 
H1 cells are primate correlates of the A-type (cone connecting only) 
and B-type (rod and cone connecting) horizontal cells respectively 
common to the mammalian retina. In some mammals, the A-type 
horizontal cells exclusively (horse) or probably (ground squirrel) 
contact only S-cones, though the general mammalian pattern is that 
both horizontal cell types contact all cone types without selectivity 
(Peichl et al.,  1998 ; Hack & Peichl,  1999 ). The functional signif-
icance of the S-cone connection to A-type horizontal cells in 
various nonprimate mammal species has yet to be explored.     

 The physiological consequence of primate horizontal cell 
cone connectivity is that only the H2 cells show a hyperpolarizing 
response to stimuli that selectively modulate the output of the S 
cone ( Fig. 1D ). H2 cells display large receptive fi elds that extend 
well beyond the dendritic fi eld of a single H2 cell and refl ect gap 
junctional coupling among neighboring cells ( Fig. 1B and 1E ). 
If the large coupled H2 network provides lateral negative feedback 
to the S-cone, it should give rise to a surround contributed by the 
majority of L and M cones and create S  versus  L + M opponency. 
Recordings made from S-cones in the intact macaque retina confi rm 
this prediction ( Fig. 2 ; Packer et al.,  2010 ). S-cones were distinguished 
from L and M cones by their distinctive morphology ( Fig. 2A ) and 
a membrane current response to selective modulation of the S-cone 
quantal catch ( Fig. 2B ). The small diameter and cone purity of the 
S-modulated response were consistent with an origin from a single 
S-cone and with previous results in primates as well as other mammals 
showing that S-cones distinctively lack extensive coupling to other 
cones by telodendritic gap junctions (Ahnelt et al.,  1990 ; Kolb et al., 
 1997 ; Hornstein et al.,  2004 ; Li & DeVries,  2004 ; O’Brien et al., 
 2012 ). Chromatic opponency was shown by opposing response 
polarities to short- and long-wavelength fl ashes ( Fig. 2C ). In identifi ed 
S-cones outward  versus  inward currents (hyperpolarization  vs.  
depolarization of the voltage response) were evoked respectively 
by short and long wavelength light. The long-wavelength fl ash-
evoked inward current had a large spatial extent consistent with a 
sign-reversed surround originating from L and M cones. These data 

were well fi t with a receptive fi eld model in which the sensitiv-
ities of a small center and a larger opponent surround decline 
exponentially with increasing distance from the receptive fi eld 
center ( Fig. 2D ). The surround-evoked current was also abolished 
by an AMPA/kainate ionotropic glutamate receptor antagonist 
( Fig. 2C ) showing that signal transmission from cones to horizontal 
cells was required.     

 Evidence was also presented that the negative feedback that 
gives rise to the long-wavelength sensitive surround is mediated by 
a voltage-activated cone calcium current, as has been demonstrated 
in other vertebrate cones (Verweij et al.,  1996 ; Thoreson & Mangel, 
 2012 ). While the surround-induced modulation of the cone calcium 
current is relatively small it would be expected to have a large 
effect on cone synaptic transmission and the receptive fi eld structure 
of bipolar cells. 

 In sum, blue–yellow spectral opponency and center-surround 
organization can be demonstrated in the macaque S-cone. Since the 
H2 horizontal cell is the only cell that can provide negative lateral 
feedback from the L and M cones to the S-cone it must be the 
source of this surround. Presumably, both the spectral and spatial 
opponency of the S-cone would be transmitted to the ON and OFF 
bipolar cells that receive excitatory input from the S-cone.    

 The S-ON pathway arises largely but not exclusively from the 
“blue-cone” bipolar cell 

 Cone bipolar cell types are well characterized anatomically in the 
primate and show diversity parallel to that found in other mammals 
( Fig. 3A ; Boycott & Wässle,  1991 ; Wassle et al.,  2009 ; Joo et al., 
 2011 ) as well as center-surround receptive fi eld structure (Dacey 
et al., 2000 b   ). Ten cone bipolar types are distinguished by their cone 
connectivity and dendritic stratifi cation: the ON- and OFF-center 
midget cells defi ned by their “private-line” connection to single 
cones across much of the retina, three presumed OFF-center and 
three presumed ON-center “diffuse” types defi ned by their abundant, 
if not exclusive, input from multiple L and M cones and a single 
rarely observed “giant” type that makes sparse connections to widely 
spaced L and/or M cones. Finally, the blue-cone bipolar cell bears 
dendritic processes that extend toward and selectively contact the 
S-cone terminal in the OPL, and axon terminals that stratify deep 
in the inner-ON portion of the IPL ( Fig. 3A ).     

 Because S-cones can be selectively labeled with S-opsin 
immunostaining and are morphological distinct (Ahnelt et al., 
 1987 ; Ahnelt et al.,  1990 ; Curcio et al.,  1991 ), a number of studies 
have been able to characterize the synaptic architecture of the S-cone 
(Kouyama & Marshak,  1992 ; Kolb et al.,  1997 ; Calkins et al., 
 1998 ; Herr et al.,  2003 ; Klug et al.,  2003 ; Lee et al.,  2004 ; Lee 
et al.,  2005 ) and to address the question of the degree to which the 
S-cone connects to the diverse bipolar types beyond the blue-cone 
bipolar. For the presumed ON-pathway types, general consensus is 
that the great majority, and perhaps in some instances, all of the 
invaginating presumed ON-pathway contacts arise from the selective 
connections made by the “blue-cone bipolar” cells ( Fig. 3A ) and 
that there are no connections with the ON-midget pathway (but see 
Field et al.,  2010 , which provides evidence that  ∼ 10% of the ON 
midget ganglion cells in the far retinal periphery receive combined 
L, M, and S-cone inputs). The expected depolarizing S-cone 
mediated ON response, and an L + M cone mediated surround 
transmitted from the S-cone has not been confi rmed but a clear 
sign-inverted outward current in a blue-cone bipolar in response to 
current injected into a synaptically connected S-cone has been 
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shown in the ground squirrel (Li & DeVries,  2006 ), and more 
recently, an S-ON response has been found for the equivalent cell 
type (type 9 BC) in the mouse (Haverkamp et al.,  2005 ; Breuninger 
et al.,  2011 ). 

 By contrast, with the ON-midget bipolar, it is now well 
established that at least two of the three ON-diffuse bipolar types 
(DB4 and DB6) that are dominated by the L + M cone contacts 
also make consistent, albeit sparse, connections with the S-cones 
( Fig. 3D–3E ; Lee et al.,  2004 ; Lee & Grunert,  2007 ). Such mixing 
of S-cone and M-cone inputs have also been observed for at least 
one ON bipolar type in both mouse (Breuninger et al.,  2011 ) and 
ground squirrel (Li & DeVries,  2006 ). The signifi cance of these 
other S-cone connections to presumed ON pathway bipolars is not 
clear, and it is worth noting that a minor input from the S-cones 
to the L + M cone-dominated H1 horizontal cells (Goodchild et al., 
 1996 ; Chan et al.,  1997 ) was not detected physiologically (Dacey 
et al.,  1996 ; Verweij et al., 1999 a   ; Dacey et al., 2000 a   ); similarly, 
the DB4 bipolar cell likely provides output to the ON-parasol 
ganglion cell (Marshak et al.,  2002 ), and there is little evidence 
of a measurable S-cone input to this nonopponent pathway (Lee 
et al.,  1988 ,  1989 ; Dacey & Lee,  1994 ; Sun et al., 2006 a   ,  b  ; Field 
et al.,  2010 ) or its likely contribution to the luminance channel 
of human vision (Lennie et al.,  1993 ; Lennie & Movshon,  2005 ). 
On the other hand, the S-cone connectivity does appear to be a 
very clear property of these diffuse bipolar cells. In this regard, 
it has been shown that the DB6 cell connects at both the inner 
and outer borders of the IPL with the intrinsically photosensitive 
melanopsin-expressing ganglion cells (M1 and M2 types) (Dacey 
et al.,  2006 ; Grunert et al.,  2011 ). In addition to the melanopsin-
mediated photoresponse, these ganglion cells show S-OFF  versus  
L + M ON color opponency (Dacey et al.,  2005 ) suggesting the 
interesting speculation that the sparse contacts with S-cones may 
utilize ionotropic glutamate receptors and generate a hyperpolarizing-
OFF response and the more numerous contacts with L + M cones 
generate a depolarizing-ON response. There is a precedent for such 
an ON–OFF color opponent bipolar cell in the nonmammalian 
retina (Haverkamp et al.,  1999 ; Wong & Dowling,  2005 ), but as 
yet this pattern has not been observed in a mammalian retina. 

 In sum, a single S-cone selective bipolar provides the major 
excitatory pathways for an S-ON signal to the inner retina in 
both primates and nonprimate mammals. By contrast, the primate 
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 Fig. 1.      Morphology, physiology, and S-cone connectivity of the primate H2 
horizontal cell. ( A ) Photomicrograph of horizontal cells in the fl at-mounted 
macaque monkey retinal periphery capriciously stained with the Golgi 
method (Dacey, unpublished). Focus is on the dendritic contacts with cone 
pedicles in the outer plexiform layer (OPL). The H2 cell on the left sparsely 
contacts L and M cone pedicles and densely contacts S-cone pedicles 

(blue circle); by contrast, the H1 cell on the right densely contacts the 
majority L and M cone pedicles (red and green circles). ( B ) Camera lucida 
tracing of H2 cell dendritic network revealed by injection of Neurobiotin 
during intracellular recording (modifi ed from Dacey et al.,  1996 ). H2 cell 
bodies and dendrites are shown by stippling, and white holes in the gray 
background indicate position and size of cone pedicles. Consistent with 
the image of a single H2 cell shown in ( A ) the majority of cones are sparsely 
innervated and correspond to L and M cones. Three S-cone pedicles (blue 
circles; one pedicle indicated by arrow) are densely innervated. ( C ) Camera 
lucida tracing of a single H2 cell and associated “axon-like” process with 
surrounding S cone pedicles shown in blue (modifi ed from Chan & Grünert, 
 1998 ). The H2 cell makes axonal contact with some of the S cones (black 
arrows) along its course. Axon indicated by open arrow. ( D ) Large hyper-
polarizing voltage response to luminance modulation (upper trace; all three 
cone types modulated; stimulus time course shown below voltage trace). 
Hyperpolarizing voltage responses to S-cone isolating condition (lower trace). 
( E ) H2 cell voltage response as a function of the spatial frequency for a 
luminance modulated drifting grating (upper plot). Data were fi t with a 
single exponential function (solid curve). Exponential fi t shown in the upper 
plot gives a receptive fi eld extent of  ∼ 400   μ  m, refl ecting the gap junctional 
coupling among highly overlapping H2 cell processes as indicated in ( B ).    
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invaginating ON-midget bipolar avoids S-cone input entirely, or 
almost entirely. The presumed ON-diffuse types (DB4, 5, and 6) 
are dominated by L + M cone input but at least two types, DB4 
and DB6 make consistent, though sparse, connections with the 
S-cones. Similar mixing of sparse S-cone and more numerous 
non-S-cone input to ON bipolar types in other mammals have 
been observed; the signifi cance of these “minor” S-cone outputs 
will remain obscure until the light-evoked responses of the bipo-
lar types and their ganglion cell targets are characterized in detail.   

 The S-OFF pathway arises largely, but not exclusively, from 
the “OFF-midget” bipolar cell 

 Initially, the lack of a symmetrical, OFF-pathway partner of the 
blue-cone bipolar cell, together with an apparent attenuation of 
an S-OFF component in ERG recordings led to the early suggestion 
that, similar to the rod pathway, an S-OFF-bipolar pathway may 
be absent or minor (de Monasterio,  1979 ; Evers & Gouras,  1986 ). 
However, basal or fl at contacts, normally arising from hyperpo-
larizing OFF-center bipolar cells, have been consistently observed 
at the S-cone synaptic complex though possibly at a reduced 
density relative to that found at L and M cone pedicles (Kouyama & 
Marshak,  1992 ; Kolb et al.,  1997 ; Calkins et al.,  1998 ; Calkins, 
 2000 ; Lee & Grunert,  2007 ). In addition, S-OFF receptive fi elds, 
though less frequently sampled, have been consistently identifi ed 
at the retinal and LGN level in many studies (e.g., Valberg et al., 
 1986 ; for a list see, Calkins,  2001 ). Recently, clear differences 
in the spatial and chromatic properties of S-ON  versus  S-OFF cells 
have been characterized at the LGN level (Szmajda et al.,  2006 ; 
Tailby et al., 2008 a    ,   b  ), and it is possible that these differences con-
tribute to or underlie asymmetries identifi ed in the human S-ON 
and S-OFF visual channels characterized with psychophysical 
methods (Shinomori et al.,  1999 ; McLellan & Eskew,  2000 ; 
Shinomori & Werner,  2008 ). Thus clear identifi cation and charac-
terization of an S-OFF pathway could shed light on how synaptic 
mechanisms and circuits at the retinal level link to human color 
vision. 
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 Fig. 2.      ( A ) Left panel: fl at mounted macaque monkey retina maintained 
 in vitro , photoreceptor side-up, plane of focus on rod (small) and cone (large) 
inner segments, viewed with infrared optics just prior to identifying and 
targeting an S-cone for intracellular recording and visual stimulation. Arrow 
indicates the smaller inner segment of an S cone. Right panel: S-cones 

labeled with an antibody against human S-cone opsin. Differential interference 
contrast images show inner and outer segments of unlabeled cones and rods 
interspersed between the labeled S cones (modifi ed from Lee et al.,  2010 ). 
( B ) Membrane current response of macaque monkey cones to stimuli that 
selectively modulate the quantal catch of L, M, or S-cones. Colored lines 
plot predicted photoisomerization/s (R*/s) in L(red), M(green), and S(blue) 
cones. ( C ) S-cone chromatic opponency is created by horizontal cell feed-
back. Short wavelength light (blue) evokes outward current (left panel); 
long wavelength light (red) evokes inward current (middle panel). Inward 
current is blocked by 20 mM CNQX, a nonspecifi c AMPA/kainate type 
glutamate receptor antagonist (right). Membrane potential voltage clamped 
at −40 mV. Stimulus monitor below current traces. ( D ) Size of opponent 
surround in S-cones. Top: voltage responses to fl ashed annuli; inner radius 
25–500   μ  m, outer radius 1 mm; fl ash duration, 250 ms. Bottom plot: peak 
response amplitude  versus  inner radius from four cones. Annular fl ash: 
long wavelength fl ash from darkness (, ▄, Δ) evoked 3.5 × 10 6 , 2.6 × 10 6 , 
and 1.1 × 10 5  photoisomerizations/s in L, M, and S cones, or L + M cone 
modulation (●) with a background rate of  ∼ 1.5 × 10 5  photoisomerizations/s 
for all spectral types and a fl ashed increment of 5.7 × 10 6  (L), 5.6 × 10 6  (M), 
and 0 (S). Membrane potential −40 mV. Lines are fi ts from a spatial 
receptive fi eld model that summed center and surround fi elds of opposite 
polarity that declined exponentially with distance from the center. Surround 
length constants are 172(), 176(▄), 180(Δ), and 140(●)   μ  m. Average 
center length constant is 31 ± 13   μ  M. ( B ,  C , and  D , modifi ed from Packer 
et al.,  2010 ).    
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 Fig. 3.      S-cone connectivity to cone bipolar cell types in the primate retina. ( A ) Schematic that illustrates the bipolar cell types of the primate 
retina together with current knowledge of the distribution of S-cone connectivity among these types. DB, diffuse cone bipolar; FMB, fl at OFF-
midget bipolar; IMB, invaginating presumed ON-midget bipolar; GB, giant bipolar; BB, blue cone bipolar; RB, rod bipolar. A subset of fl at 
midget bipolars and the blue cone bipolar make selective connections with the S-cone (blue shading); DB1 (see  Fig. 4  also), DB4, and DB6 
bipolars like other diffuse types receive input primarily from L and M cones but also make consistent but sparse S-cone connections (blue 
shading; schematic modifi ed from Joo et al., 2011). ( B – C ) Blue-cone bipolar circuit (modifi ed from Calkins,  2001 ). ( B ) Left panel: dendrites 
of a blue cone bipolar cell in macaque retina, stained using antibodies against cholecystokinin (see also Kouyama and Marshak,  1992 ), contact 
the pedicle (arrow) of an S-cone immunostained with an antibody to S-opsin. OPL, outer plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; GCL, 
ganglion cell layer. Right panel: reconstruction from serial electron micrographs of a blue cone bipolar cell dendrite in macaque fovea coursing 
through and terminating deep in the “ON” portion of the IPL and forming 30 presynaptic active zones (red circles). ( C ) Left panel: axon termi-
nal of S bipolar cell outlined with red dotted line; ribbon synapses (r) are presynaptic at a “dyad” of two ganglion cell dendrites. Right panel: 
reconstruction from electron micrographs of synaptic contacts between a small bistratifi ed ganglion cell and the axon terminals of two blue cone 
bipolar cells (red outlined processes). ( D ) Vertical cryostat section through central macaque monkey retina double immunostained with CD15 
and an S-cone opsin antibody that also labels the cone pedicles (see Lee et al.,  2004 ). This material was used to show connectivity between the 
DB6 cell (stained by CD15) and S-cones. OS, outer segments; IS, inner segments OPL, outer plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, 
inner plexiform layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer. ( E ) Triple labeling with antibodies to CD15 and S-cone opsin, and with peanut agglutinin-
fl uorescein (PNA), which stains all cone pedicles, reveals DB6 connectivity to S, L, and M cones. The DB6 cell bodies and dendrites are shown 
schematically in black, the M/L-cone pedicles are shown in light gray, and the S-cone pedicles are shown in dark gray. Dendritic endings in the 
same focal plane as the cone pedicles are indicated as black dots. ( D ,  E ; modifi ed from Lee et al.,  2004 ).    
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 There is strong anatomical evidence that in the macaque 
monkey foveal retina each S-cone makes a cluster of synapses 
with the dendritic terminal of a single OFF-midget bipolar cell and 
that this presumed S-OFF bipolar forms a private-line connection 
from an S-cone to an OFF-midget ganglion cell ( Fig. 4A ; Klug 
et al.,  2003 ). However, this apparently clear picture took a somewhat 
upsetting turn when it was shown that in another monkey species, 
a New World marmoset ( Callithrix jacchus ), the S-cones, identifi ed 
by opsin immunolabeling, clearly avoided any contact with the 
fl at midget bipolar, also identifi ed by immunolabeling (Lee et al., 
 2005 ). This was doubly surprising as many other aspects of the 
S-cone circuit appear similar, if not identical, in macaque and 
marmoset (Chan & Grünert,  1998 ; Ghosh & Grunert,  1999 ; Percival 
et al.,  2009 ). However, a true species difference does appear likely 
as AMPA-type glutamate receptor localization (a marker for midget 
bipolar fl at contacts) is reduced at S-cone terminals in marmoset 
but not macaque (Haverkamp et al.,  2001 ; Puller et al.,  2007 ). 
Moreover, the S-cone to OFF-midget pathway connection has 
recently been detected in high-density multielectrode array record-
ings from large patches of midget ganglion cells in the periphery 
of the macaque retina ( Fig. 4B ; Field et al.,  2010 ). In the retinal 
periphery, midget ganglion cells have large dendritic trees that gather 
convergent input from several midget bipolar cells, each of which 
connects to a single cone. Strikingly,  ∼ 60% of the OFF-midget 
ganglion cells received combined input from L, M, and S cones, 
whereas  ∼ 10% of the ON-midget ganglion cells are connected to an 
S-cone. This picture from the retinal periphery appears to echo the 
similar restriction of S-cone connections to presumed OFF-midget 
bipolar cells described above for macaque fovea (Klug et al.,  2003 ).     

 Like the presumed ON-diffuse bipolar types, minor contacts 
from S-cones to presumed OFF-diffuse bipolar types DB1, DB2, 
and DB3 have been observed or inferred as likely (Calkins,  2000 ; 
Chan et al.,  2001 ; Lee & Grunert,  2007 ). Most recently fortuitous 
and selective immunostaining of the DB1 cell population in macaque 
retina combined with S-opsin staining showed conclusively that 
this bipolar type consistently and frequently contacts S-cones in 
addition to L and M cones ( Fig. 4C ; Puthussery et al.,  2011 ). Mixed 
S- and M-cone input to at least one OFF bipolar type in ground 
squirrel (Li & DeVries,  2006 ) and multiple types in mouse have 
also been identifi ed (Wassle et al.,  2009 ; Breuninger et al.,  2011 ). 

 As for the ON-diffuse bipolar types, the signifi cance of the 
S-cone contribution to these bipolar types remains unclear. The 
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 Fig. 4.      S-cone connectivity to the OFF visual pathway in primates. ( A ) An 
S-cone OFF midget bipolar cell receives all input from one S cone. Left: the 
synaptic terminal of an S-cone pedicle (gray) and the dendritic arbor of its 
OFF midget bipolar cell (green) were reconstructed at the ultrastructural 
level from vertical sections. Right: the presynaptic surface of the cone 
terminal, viewed en face. Synaptic contacts between the cone terminal and 
blue cone bipolar cells (dark blue regions) form the central elements of a 
synaptic triad. Synaptic contacts with the dendrites of the OFF midget bipolar 
cell (green) are adjacent to these central elements, in the triad-associated 
position. Gray regions identify contacts with other presumed diffuse bipolar 
cells. Yellow spheres mark sites at which synaptic ribbons are anchored to 
the presynaptic membrane (modifi ed from Klug et al.,  2003 ). ( B ) Functional 
sampling of L, M, and S cones (red, green, and blue dots, respectively) by 
a patch of neighboring OFF midget ganglion cell receptive fi eld centers in 

the far retinal periphery using a high-density multielectrode array (modifi ed 
from Field et al.,  2010 ). Midget ganglion cell receptive fi eld centers “tile” 
the retina (irregular light gray contours); cones with input to at least one 
midget ganglion cell are highlighted with an annulus. The thickness of the 
straight lines linking cones to the center of each fi eld denotes relative 
input strength (see Field et al.,  2010  for detailed methods). Note that in 
OFF-midget cells,  ∼ 56% of the S-cones are functionally linked to a midget 
receptive fi eld, though the S-cone connections are generally weaker (thinner 
lines) than the L- and M-cone connections. Such S-cones in this OFF-
midget patch are indicated with a thick yellow outline. ( C ) DB1, presumed 
OFF-center bipolar cells with axonal stratifi cation at the outermost border 
of the IPL (see  Fig. 3A ) frequently contact S-cones, in addition to L and M 
cones. Upper panel: confocal projection (3 × 1.0   μ  m) of a peripheral retinal 
section stained for secretagogin (SCGN) and S-opsin showing that SCGN-
labeled bipolar cell dendrites contact two S-cone pedicles. Lower panel: 
a single confocal section of a retinal fl at-mount showing double labeling 
of SCGN and S-opsin. SCGN-labeled DB1 bipolar cells nonselectively 
contact M/L cones and S-cone pedicles within their dendritic arbors (scale 
bars = 10   μ  m) (modifi ed from Puthussery et al.,  2011 ).    
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OFF-parasol cells receive input from the DB3 (Jacoby et al., 
 2000 ) cells, but there is strong evidence against a physiologically 
signifi cant S-cone input to the OFF-parasol cells (Sun et al., 2006 a   ; 
Field et al.,  2010 ). The output of the DB1 cell is at the outer border 
of the IPL, however the only ganglion cell type identifi ed thus 
far in the primate retina that stratifi es at the outer IPL border is 
the melanopsin-expressing cell (Dacey et al.,  2005 ), which is an 
unlikely recipient of synaptic input from the DB1 cell.   

 Transfer of S-ON signals from outer to inner retina 

 How does the creation of S  versus  L + M opponency at the level of 
the S-cone contribute to color opponency found at the ganglion cell 
level? Two S-ON ganglion cell types, the large and small bistra-
tifi ed cells, have been clearly identifi ed (Dacey & Packer,  2003 ; 
Dacey et al.,  2003 ), but only the small bistratifi ed cell has now been 
characterized at the level of microcircuitry and synaptic physiology. 
The morphology, physiology, and synaptic connections of the 
Blue-ON, small bistratifi ed ganglion cell provided a seductively 
simple “ON–OFF pathway hypothesis” (Dacey,  1996 ; Calkins 
et al.,  1998 ) whereby the small bistratifi ed cell receives parallel, 
converging excitatory ON-pathway input from the blue-cone 
bipolar cell and an L + M cone OFF-pathway input from the DB2 
diffuse bipolar type (Calkins et al.,  1998 ; Ghosh & Grunert,  1999 ; 
Percival et al.,  2009 ). This picture is consistent with the original 
(Wiesel & Hubel,  1966 ; de Monasterio & Gouras,  1975 ; Derrington 
et al.,  1984 ) and more recent physiological observations (Solomon 
et al.,  2005 ; Crook et al.,  2009 ) that blue-ON cells show “spatially 
coextensive” blue-ON and yellow-OFF receptive fi elds, which can 
thus be interpreted as opposing ON and OFF center mechanisms of 
roughly similar spatial extent ( Fig. 5 ).     

 The ON–OFF pathway scheme however leaves out two funda-
mental features of retinal organization. First, it would be expected 
that the ON- and OFF-center bipolar cells presynaptic to the blue-
ON ganglion cell have surrounds and that this major property would 
contribute to, or modify, color opponency (Dacey et al., 2000 b   ; 
Fahey & Burkhardt,  2003 ; Thoreson & Mangel,  2012 ). More 
specifi cally, how can center-surround organization, established 
at the photoreceptor and bipolar cell level be apparently absent 
postsynaptically in the ON–OFF receptive fi eld of the bistratifi ed 
ganglion cells? Second, the small bistratifi ed dendritic tree, like the 
majority of other ganglion cell types, is dominated by input 
from amacrine cells that presumably give rise to diverse types of 
GABAergic and glycinergic synaptic inhibition (Ghosh & Grunert, 
 1999 ). What role then does synaptic inhibition play in establishing 
or modulating blue-yellow opponency in this circuitry. 

 To begin to address these questions, a straightforward test of 
the ON–OFF pathway hypothesis was performed in two separate 
studies by selectively attenuating ON pathway transmission with 
the MGluR6 receptor agonist L-AP4 (Field et al.,  2007 ; Crook 
et al.,  2009 ). Field et al. found that ON pathway block completely 
abolished both the S-ON and L + M OFF evoked spike discharge 
of the blue-ON ganglion cell. The authors concluded that both 
response polarities must therefore originate in the S-ON pathway 
and that the L + M OFF response would likely originate in the outer 
retina as the surround of the blue-cone bipolar cell. This suggestion 
is certainly in concert with the presence of an L + M opponent 
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 Fig. 5.      Morphology and receptive fi eld structure of the small bistratifi ed 
blue-ON ganglion cell in macaque monkey retina. ( A ) The bistratifi ed 
dendritic tree of the blue-ON cell (wholemount; Neurobiotin intracellular 
fi ll; 6.7 mm retinal eccentricity) with separate arbors in inner-ON (upper 
panel; plane of focus near ganglion cell layer) and outer-OFF (lower panel; 
plane of focus near amacrine cell layer) portion of the IPL led to the hypothesis 
that parallel ON and OFF cone bipolar input to the dendritic tree could 
underlie spatially coextensive S ON  versus  LM OFF cone opponency. 
( B ) Spatial frequency tuning of a small bistratifi ed cell in response to S 
 versus  L + M cone selective drifting sine wave gratings. Data are fi t with 
Gaussian functions of comparable radii (inset); S ON and L + M OFF fi elds 
are spatially coextensive. ( C ) Estimated L + M  versus  S receptive fi eld Gaussian 

radii (  μ  m) for 55 blue-ON cells (open circles; mean ±  s.d . = 1.12 ± 0.19). 
The dashed line shows the unity slope and the solid line, the actual fi t to 
the data (slope = 0.97;  R  2  = 0.90; modifi ed from Crook et al.,  2009 ).    
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surround in the S-cone itself. However in the other study, Crook 
et al. also applied L-AP4 while recording extracellularly from blue-
ON ganglion cells. The S-ON response was abolished as expected, 
but the L + M-OFF response was fully maintained as predicted by 
the ON–OFF pathway hypothesis ( Fig. 6 ). In addition, this study 
showed that the L + M OFF response was also preserved after 
block of synaptic inhibition and also after retinal buffering with 
HEPES [a condition that attenuated surrounds in parasol ganglion 
cells (Davenport et al.,  2008 ) and midget ganglion cells (Crook 
et al.,  2011 )]. Why the Field et al. study failed to record an L + M 
OFF response during ON pathway block is unclear, but since L-AP4 
can signifi cantly hyperpolarize the resting membrane potential, it is 
possible that under the adaptation conditions used in that study, the 
excitatory OFF depolarization, while present, failed to reach spike 
threshold.     

 The question of whether these parallel bipolar inputs actually 
show center-surround organization was also partially answered 
in the Crook et al. study. After the S-ON input was attenuated with 
L-AP-4 and synaptic inhibition was blocked, an ON-surround was 
indeed evident in spatial maps of the L + M OFF response ( Fig. 6B 
and 6C ), and this surround was subsequently attenuated by enriching 
the retinal buffering capacity with HEPES, suggesting an origin 
in horizontal cell feedback to cones (Hirasawa & Kaneko,  2003 ; 
Davenport et al.,  2008 ). These results suggest that an L + M OFF 
surround in the S ON excitatory pathway normally cancels an L + M 
ON surround in the L + M OFF excitatory pathway. This is consistent 
with the L + M surrounds described above for the S cones and also 
previously for the L and M cones (Verweij et al.,  2003 ; Packer et al., 
 2010 ). 

 Finally, to more directly test the ON–OFF pathway hypothesis, 
a recent study used the voltage clamp to measure the excitatory 
and inhibitory synaptic currents evoked in the small bistratifi ed cell 
by S or L + M cone selective stimuli (Crook et al.,  2010 ; Dacey et al., 
 2011 ). Surprisingly, selective modulation of the S cone evoked 
a remarkably pure increase in excitation at light increment and a 
decrease in excitation at light decrement ( Fig. 7 ). Indeed, synaptic 

inhibition did not appear to contribute to the S-cone evoked synaptic 
conductance ( Fig. 7B ). The L + M OFF light evoked current was 
dominated by synaptic excitation as predicted from the ON–OFF 
pathway hypothesis and the known anatomical wiring, but in contrast 
to the S cone-driven input, the L + M OFF input was also associated 
with clear feedforward inhibition and an additional inhibitory input 
at the onset of the L + M stimulus commonly referred to as “cross-
over” inhibition ( Fig. 7C ). As found for the extracellular spike 
recordings, S cone-evoked excitatory synaptic conductance is 
attenuated by L-AP4 application, while the excitatory L + M OFF 
response was preserved and further enhanced by antagonism of 
GABAergic and glycinergic receptors ( Fig. 7D–7F ).     

 The voltage clamp results show conclusively therefore that 
the fundamental S ON  versus  L + M OFF response of the small 
bistratifi ed cell arises by ON  versus  OFF pathway excitation and 
is entirely consistent with the distinctive anatomy of this circuit 
( Fig. 8 ). The voltage clamp data however also show clearly that 
synaptic inhibition is present and that there is a dramatic asymmetry 
in the deployment of this inhibition whereby all of the inhibition, 
both feedforward and crossover, is associated with the L + M side 
of the opponent equation. The intriguing question remains then as 
to why the synaptic inhibition is so clearly asymmetrical. Indeed, it 
appears to be an exception to the standard pattern of retinal circuitry 
that the excitatory S cone bipolar input to the ganglion cell dendritic 
tree is  not  associated with feedforward amacrine cell synaptic 
architecture. One clue comes from the effects of blockade of all 
inhibition. The S cone-mediated response is unaltered as would be 
predicted from the voltage clamp reversal potentials; however, the 
L + M evoked current amplitude increases. Thus one function of 
the asymmetrical inhibition may be to contribute to the L + M 
 versus  S opponent balance under conditions when a weaker 
input from the sparse S cones opposes a very strong input from 
the more numerous L and M cones. While the L, M, and S cones 
show comparable sensitivity to the spectral distribution in natural 
scenes, the actual S-cone quantal catch is greatly reduced relative 
to L and M cones due to optical blurring and protective fi ltering 
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 Fig. 6.      Probing the blue-yellow receptive fi eld: isolation and spatial structure of the L + M excitatory OFF input to the small bistratifi ed 
ganglion cell. ( A ) Spike discharge to full fi eld cone isolating pulses (2 Hz, 16% cone contrast), before (left) and after (right) the addition 
of L-AP-4, the MGluR6 glutamate receptor agonist. L + M-OFF response is preserved after S-ON pathway attenuation by L-AP4. 
( B ) Plots showing individual L + M-OFF receptive fi elds mapped with spots of increasing diameter (left) or drifting gratings before 
(yellow circles) and after (solid circles) the addition of L-AP-4 together with picrotoxin and strychnine to attenuate GABAergic and 
glycinergic synaptic inhibition. Prior to silencing S-ON pathway transmission, the LM receptive fi eld was low pass and fi t with a single 
Gaussian (dotted line), whereas in the presence of L-AP-4 and block of inhibition, the isolated L + M receptive fi eld was band pass and 
fi t with a Difference-of-Gaussians center-surround receptive fi eld model (solid line). Insets show 2D receptive fi eld profi les for both 
conditions with the estimated L + M center and surround Gaussian radii (  μ  m) indicated. ( C ) In the presence of L-AP-4, the isolated 
LM input responds to the offset of a 300   μ  m spot and to the onset of an annulus with a 300   μ  m inner diameter as indicated by the phase 
of the response traces and spike histograms, confi rming the presence of a surround as demonstrated in  B  ( A ,  B , and  C  modifi ed from 
Crook et al.,  2009 ).    
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by the lens and macular pigment of short wavelength light 
(Garrigan et al.,  2010 ). Thus, this unusual synaptic asymmetry 
may refl ect a balance between the optical constraints, protection 
from retinal damage, and the need to extract and transmit a 
chromatic signal.       

 Transfer of S-OFF signals from outer to inner retina 

 As reviewed above, experimental characterization of an OFF 
pathway counterpart to the small bistratifi ed blue-ON circuit has 
taken a more tortuous and contentious path at each synaptic step 
from the S-cone to the ganglion cell. Taken together, both the 
ultrastructural (Klug et al.,  2003 ) and recent physiological (Field 
et al.,  2010 ) results converge on the identifi cation of an OFF-
midget pathway as a major conveyor of S-OFF signals  via  the 
primary visual pathway. On the other hand, as will be considered 
further below, recent measurements of S-OFF LGN relay cells also 
suggest an additional nonmidget pathway origin for this pathway 
(Tailby et al., 2008 a    ,   b  ). In correspondence, S-OFF responses have 
been observed in melanopsin-expressing ganglion cells with very 
large receptive fi elds (Dacey et al.,  2005 ). The major and crucial 
piece of information missing from this story is physiological 
measurement from identifi ed midget cells in the central and near 
peripheral retina that clearly show color opponent S-OFF/L + M-ON 
center-surround receptive fi eld organization. 

 Recent results from voltage clamp recordings of L  versus  M 
cone opponency in midget ganglion cells show that center-surround 
receptive fi eld organization provides the basis for color opponency 
in these cells (Crook et al.,  2011 ; Crook et al.,  2013 ). If this receptive 
fi eld structure is extended to the instance of an S-cone connection, 
the known anatomy and physiology of the midget pathway makes 
several clear predictions, represented schematically in  Figure 8  
( Fig. 8B and 8C ). First, given the relative S-cone density in non-
human primates (Martin & Grünert,  1999 ; Martin et al.,  2000 ), 
only  ∼ 1–4% of the single cone connecting midget ganglion cells 
(central  ∼  10°) should display S-OFF center receptive fi elds. Second, 
assuming an L + M surround is transmitted from the S-cone to 
the S-OFF midget bipolar, then these ganglion cells should further 
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 Fig. 7.      S  versus  L + M cone-opponent receptive fi eld structure arises 
postsynaptically by convergence of ON- and OFF-bipolar input to the small 
bistratifi ed dendritic tree. ( A ) S-ON  versus  L + M-OFF spike discharge of 
a small bistratified cell in response to cone selective S and L + M stimuli 
(2 Hz sinusoidal modulation;  ∼ 50% cone contrast; see Crook et al.,  2009  

for stimulus characterization). ( B ) Top: family of synaptic currents evoked 
by S-cone selective modulation, same stimulus as in ( A ) at holding potentials 
ranging from  ∼ −87 mV to +46 mV; currents at or closest to the chloride and 
cation equilibrium potentials are indicated in blue and red, respectively 
(see Crook et al.,  2011  for detailed methods). Bottom: excitatory (blue) and 
inhibitory (red) synaptic conductances calculated from S cone-evoked 
synaptic currents shown above. S-cone stimulus evokes a pure modulation 
of an excitatory conductance with no evidence for either feedforward or 
“crossover inhibition.” ( C ) Top: synaptic currents evoked by L + M cone 
modulation; holding potentials as in ( B ). Bottom: excitatory (blue) and 
inhibitory (red) synaptic conductances derived from synaptic current family; 
synaptic excitation and feedforward inhibition are present during stimulus 
OFF-phase, and “crossover” inhibition is present during stimulus ON-phase. 
( D ) Same experiment as in ( A – C ) but in the presence of bath applied L-AP4 
(40   μ  M; MGluR6 receptor agonist, attenuates ON-pathway transmission) and 
block of synaptic inhibition: GABAzine (5   μ  M; GABA A  receptor antagonist), 
TPMPA [50   μ  M; (1,2,5,6-tetrahydropyridin-4-yl)methylphosphinic acid; 
GABA C  receptor antagonist] and strychnine (1   μ  M; glycine receptor antag-
onist). S-ON spike discharge is abolished; L + M-OFF spike discharge is 
maintained. ( E ) S-cone evoked synaptic currents are completely suppressed. 
( F ) Top: L + M OFF evoked synaptic currents persist and increase in amplitude 
relative to control ( C ). Bottom: L-AP4 and block of synaptic inhibition 
(red) isolates a pure excitatory conductance (blue) that underlies the L + M 
OFF spike discharge shown in ( D ).    
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 Fig. 8.      Distinctive circuitry and synaptic bases for S-ON and S-OFF opponent pathways in the primate retina. ( A ) Key elements of the 
small bistratifi ed cell circuit illustrating the synaptic basis of the spatially coextensive S ON  versus  L + M OFF or “blue-yellow” recep-
tive fi eld structure. On the left: an L + M cone-surround appears in the S-cone (left) from H2 horizontal cell negative feedback (Packer 
et al.,  2010 ). This receptive fi eld is presumably transmitted to the blue cone bipolar and in turn to the small bistratifi ed cell “inner” 
dendrites (curved arrows on left; see also  Fig. 3 ). On the right: an L + M cone-mediated surround arising from H1 horizontal cell negative 
feedback also appears in L and M cones (Verweij et al.,  2003 ) and is presumably transmitted to OFF-center diffuse bipolar cells and in 
turn to the small bistratifi ed cell “outer” dendrites (curved arrows on the right) (e.g., Percival et al.,  2009 ). No net surround results at the 
ganglion cell, leaving spatially restricted S ON and L + M OFF center mechanisms as the basis for the cone-opponent receptive fi eld (see 
Crook et al.,  2009  for details). ( B ,  C ) Key elements of the OFF midget circuit illustrating a synaptic basis for S-OFF opponent pathways 
in central (0–10° eccentricity) and peripheral (10–20° eccentricity) retina. ( B ) Formation of S  versus  L + M receptive fi eld in the S cone 
and S-cone bipolar as described in ( A ) above. In central retina, each S-cone receives triad associated fl at contacts from a fl at midget 
bipolar creating an S OFF center, L + M ON surround that is transmitted  via  a “private-line” pathway to an OFF-midget ganglion cell 
(curved arrows). These midget ganglion cells should therefore display center-surround organization and S OFF  versus  L + M ON color 
opponency. ( C ) In the retinal periphery, midget ganglion cell dendritic trees enlarge and collect input from 3–8 cones  via  single cone-
connecting midget bipolar cells (see Crook et al.,  2013 ). Converging S, L, and M cone inputs are predicted to create a receptive fi eld in 
the midget ganglion cell with more complex chromatic properties such as S + L  versus  M and S + M  versus  L opponency which would 
depend on the relative strength of L  versus  M cone inputs to center  versus  surround for any given midget cell (see Crook et al.,  2011 ). 
Cell tracings in ( B ) and ( C ) are shown in conjunction with the approximate positions of the overlying cone inner segments and pedicles 
indicated by the shaded circles.    
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display S-OFF  versus  L + M-ON cone opponency if center-surround 
antagonism is engaged with suitable visual stimuli ( Fig. 8B ; Crook 
et al.,  2011 ; Martin et al.,  2011 ). Third, at greater retinal eccen-
tricities (10–20°), the midget ganglion cell would receive addi-
tional nonselective input from  ∼ 2–8 L and/or M cones (Crook et al., 
 2013 ). Assuming approximately linear summation of the cone inputs 
to the receptive fi eld (Verweij et al., 1999 b   ; Diller et al.,  2004 ), 
the predicted result would be more complex cone opponency 
including S + L  versus  M and S + M  versus  L cones ( Fig. 8C ) 
and a relatively weaker contribution of the S-cone input to the 
OFF-center mechanism. Such receptive fi elds have been observed 
consistently from early studies of primate ganglion cell physiology 
(de Monasterio et al.,  1975 ) to a most recent and more quantitative 
analysis at the LGN level in macaque monkey (Tailby et al., 2008 a   ). 
None of these studies, however, have directly linked the S-OFF 
receptive fi eld to the anatomical midget pathway. Tailby et al. (2008 a )   
noted that the S-OFF cells had higher achromatic spatial resolution 
than the S-ON cells, which would be consistent with a midget 
pathway origin, however other features of the cells’ responsivity 
led these authors to question this conclusion. In addition, a second 
study characterizing the properties of S-OFF relay cells in the LGN 
of a New World Marmoset monkey found that S-OFF cells showed 
larger receptive fi elds than either S-ON cells or other presumed 
midget pathway relay cells lacking S cone input (Tailby et al., 
2008 b   ). On the other hand, the chromatic properties expected when 
an S-OFF input is added into a midget receptive fi eld that is already 
constructing L  versus  M cone opponency due to the differential 
weighting of cone inputs to center  versus  surround are exactly what 
was found by Tailby et al. (2008 a )   and also found in psychophysical 
studies that attempt to isolate the human S-OFF channel (Shinomori 
et al.,  1999 ; McLellan & Eskew,  2000 ). Moreover, such a channel 
in which S + L  versus  M and S + M  versus  L cone opponency 
appear is an expected component in multistage models of human 
color vision (Stockman & Brainard,  2010 ). It is critical therefore 
that future experiments could test the hypotheses laid out in  Fig. 8B 
and 8C  by directly linking the S-cone signal to the midget ganglion 
cell in central retina and characterizing receptive fi eld structure, 
cone opponency, and underlying synaptic mechanisms.   

 Summary 

       •      In the primate retina, the H2 horizontal cells uniquely receive 
input from S, L, and M cones with selective and abundant input 
from the S cones. Negative feedback to S cones from L and M 
cones  via  the H2 horizontal cell network gives rise to center-
surround receptive fi eld structure and “blue-yellow” color oppo-
nency in the S-cone.  

     •      Among the diverse cone bipolar cell populations, the S-cone 
selective blue-cone bipolar is the major conduit for S-ON 
signals to the inner retina of primates and other nonprimate 
mammals. It is notable that the high density ON-midget bipolar 
pathway totally or largely avoids any connection with the S-cone. 
Sparse S-cone connectivity is present for other presumed ON-cone 
bipolar cell types that also receive abundant input from L and 
M cones, but the functional signifi cance of these minor S-cone 
pathways remains to be established.  

     •      An S-OFF bipolar partner comparable to the blue-cone 
ON bipolar cell is lacking in both primate and nonprimate 
mammals. However, in the retina of macaque monkey, the 
OFF-midget bipolar contacts the S-cone and is the presumed 
basis for an S-OFF pathway to the inner retina. As for the 
ON-pathway bipolar cells, other OFF-bipolar types, in primate 

and nonprimate mammals receive combined input from S and 
nonS cones.  

     •      The distinctive bipolar connectivity for S-ON and S-OFF 
pathways in the primate suggests that different synaptic mech-
anisms underlie the appearance of cone opponency at the gan-
glion cell level. In the S-ON pathway, output of the S-ON blue 
cone bipolar converges with output of an L + M cone connecting 
OFF-bipolar at the dendritic tree of the small bistratifi ed cell. 
S  versus  L + M opponency thus piggy-backs on the ON–
OFF pathway dichotomy to create a spatially coextensive and 
color-coding receptive fi eld structure. Common L + M sur-
rounds in these bipolar cells established at the level of the cones 
by horizontal cell negative feedback appear to be synaptically 
canceled at the ganglion cell level.   

   
  By contrast, the known anatomy and physiology of the OFF-midget 
pathway suggests that in central retina, S-OFF  versus  LM-ON 
opponency will be associated with and arise  via  center-surround 
receptive fi eld antagonism. In addition, as midget ganglion cell 
dendritic trees enlarge in the near retinal periphery to collect input 
from multiple L and M cones in addition to an S-cone-connected 
midget bipolar cell, S-OFF based opponency will become chromat-
ically more complex giving rise to a relatively weaker S-OFF 
signal combined with L- and/or M-cone OFF signals. These clear 
predictions from known morphology will require physiological 
testing from identifi ed OFF-midget ganglion cells.     
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